
Audiobooks: 
 
Approval Junkie: Adventures in Caring Too Much by Faith Salie: "From comedian and journalist Faith 
Salie, of NPR's Wait Wait…Don't Tell Me! and CBS News Sunday Morning, a collection of daring, funny 
essays chronicling the author's adventures during her lifelong quest for approval 
  
Faith Salie has done it all in the name of validation. Whether it’s trying to impress her parents with a 
perfect GPA, undergoing an exorcism in the hopes of saving her toxic marriage, or maintaining the BMI 
of “a flapper with a touch of dysentery,” Salie is the ultimate approval seeker—an “approval junkie,” if 
you will.  
 
In “Miss Aphrodite,” she recounts her strategy for winning the high school beauty pageant. (“Not to brag 
or anything, but no one stood a chance against my emaciated, spastic resolve.”) “What I Wore to My 
Divorce” describes Salie’s struggle to pick the perfect outfit to wear to the courthouse to divorce her 
“husband.” (“I envisioned a look that said, ‘Yo, THIS is what you’ll be missing…even though you’ve 
introduced your new girlfriend to our mutual friends, and she’s a decade younger than I am and is also a 
fit model.”) In ""Ovary Achiever,"" she shares tips on how to ace your egg retrieval. (“Thank your fertility 
doctor when she announces you have ‘amazing ovaries.’ Try to be humble about it [‘Oh,these old 
things?’].”) And in “Wait, Wait, Don’t Tell Me About Batman’s Nipples” she reveals the secrets behind 
Wait Wait…Don’t Tell Me! (“I study for this show like Tracy Flick on Adderall”).  
 
With thoughtful irreverence, Salie reflects on why she tries so hard to please others, and herself, 
highlighting a phenomenon that many people—especially women—experience at home and in the 
workplace. Equal parts laugh-out loud funny and poignant, Approval Junkie is one woman’s journey to 
realizing that seeking approval from others is more than just getting them to like you—it's challenging 
yourself to achieve, and survive, more than you ever thought you could." 
 
Dark Horse: Walt Longmire Mystery Series, Book 5 by Craig Johnson:  From Publishers Weekly. Starred 
Review. In Johnson's superb fifth contemporary mystery to feature Wyoming sheriff Walt Longmire 
(after 2008's Another Man's Moccasins), Walt has his doubts about Mary Barsad's guilt when she 
confesses to shooting her husband, Wade, after Wade allegedly burned down their barn with all Mary's 
horses inside. Even though the crime is out of his jurisdiction in a neighboring county, Walt can't shake 
the feeling that there's more to Mary's story. Posing as an insurance agent, Walt starts poking around 
the tiny town of Absalom, whose main attraction are the fights at the local bar. He meets an illegal 
immigrant bartender with a knack for crime solving, the Barsads' loyal cowhand and some ranchers who 
may have had their own reasons for wanting Wade dead. Walt digs deep into the dilapidated town's 
history, unearthing secrets that might be better left buried. Series fans will delight in seeing Walt return 
to his cowboy roots as he mounts a horse and navigates the sparsely populated state. 8-city author tour. 
Narrated by George Guidell. 
 
Everybody's Fool: A Novel by Richard Russo: "Richard Russo, at the very top of his game, now returns to 
North Bath, in upstate New York, and the characters who made Nobody’s Fool (1993) a “confident, 
assured novel [that] sweeps the reader up,” according to the San Francisco Chronicle back then. “Simple 
as family love, yet nearly as complicated.” Or, as The Boston Globe put it, “a big, rambunctious novel 
with endless riffs and unstoppable human hopefulness.”  
 
The irresistible Sully, who in the intervening years has come by some unexpected good fortune, is 
staring down a VA cardiologist’s estimate that he has only a year or two left, and it’s hard work trying to 



keep this news from the most important people in his life: Ruth, the married woman he carried on with 
for years . . . the ultra-hapless Rub Squeers, who worries that he and Sully aren’t still best friends . . . 
Sully’s son and grandson, for whom he was mostly an absentee figure (and now a regretful one). We 
also enjoy the company of Doug Raymer, the chief of police who’s obsessing primarily over the identity 
of the man his wife might’ve been about to run off with, before dying in a freak accident . . . Bath’s 
mayor, the former academic Gus Moynihan, whose wife problems are, if anything, even more pressing . 
. . and then there’s Carl Roebuck, whose lifelong run of failing upward might now come to ruin. And 
finally, there’s Charice Bond—a light at the end of the tunnel that is Chief Raymer’s office—as well as 
her brother, Jerome, who might well be the train barreling into the station. 
 
Everybody’s Fool is filled with humor, heart, hard times and people you can’t help but love, possibly 
because their various faults make them so stridently human. This is classic Russo—and a crowning 
achievement from one of the greatest storytellers of our time. Read my Mark Bramhall." 
 
The Last Mile: Amos Decker Series, Book 2 by David Baldacci: "In his #1 New York Times bestseller 
Memory Man, David Baldacci introduced the extraordinary detective Amos Decker-the man who can 
forget nothing. Now, Decker returns in a spectacular new thriller . . .  
 
THE LAST MILE 
 
Convicted murderer Melvin Mars is counting down the last hours before his execution--for the violent 
killing of his parents twenty years earlier--when he's granted an unexpected reprieve. Another man has 
confessed to the crime. 
 
Amos Decker, newly hired on an FBI special task force, takes an interest in Mars's case after discovering 
the striking similarities to his own life: Both men were talented football players with promising careers 
cut short by tragedy. Both men's families were brutally murdered. And in both cases, another suspect 
came forward, years after the killing, to confess to the crime. A suspect who may or may not have been 
telling the truth. 
 
The confession has the potential to make Melvin Mars--guilty or not--a free man. Who wants Mars out 
of prison? And why now? 
 
But when a member of Decker's team disappears, it becomes clear that something much larger--and 
more sinister--than just one convicted criminal's life hangs in the balance. Decker will need all of his 
extraordinary brainpower to stop an innocent man from being executed. Narrated by Kyf Brewer." 
 
Leper of Saint Giles: Chronicles of Brother Cadfael, Book 5 by Ellis Peters: A marriage has been 
arranged between an ageing nobleman and a very young woman, ill-matched as January and May must 
be, coerced by greedy guardians. Both parties arrive in Shrewsbury, where the ceremony is to take 
place, with escorts suitable to their rank. Then there is a savage killing, something Brother Cadfael is 
called upon to investigate with his customary clear-sightedness and wisdom. Outside Shrewsbury's walls 
stands the leper house of Saint Giles, a sanctuary for the sick, but also a possible refuge for the hunted 
man. Narrated by Stephen Thorne 
 
Sworn: Fallen Kings Cycle Series, Book 1 by Gail Z. Martin: Summoner-King Martris Drayke must 
attempt to meet this great threat, gathering an army from a country ravaged by civil war. Tris seeks new 
allies from among the living - and the dead - as an untested generation of rulers face their first battle. 



Meanwhile, the legendary Dread are stirring in their burrows after millennia of silence and no one 
knows what hand wakes them and whom they will serve when they rise. 
 
Now, Drayke turns to the Sworn, a nomadic clan of warriors bound to protect the Dread. But even the 
mighty Sworn do not know what will happen when the Dread awake. All are certain, though, that war is 
coming to the Winter Kingdoms. 
 
THE SWORN is the beginning of a new adventure set in the world of The Chronicles of the Necromancer. 
Narrated by Kirby Heborne. 
 
E-Books: 
 
And After the Fire: A Novel by Lauren Belfer: "The New York Times-bestselling author of A Fierce 
Radiance and City of Light returns with a new powerful and passionate novel—inspired by historical 
events—about two women, one European and one American, and the mysterious choral masterpiece by 
Johann Sebastian Bach that changes both their lives. 
 
In the ruins of Germany in 1945, at the end of World War II, American soldier Henry Sachs takes a 
souvenir, an old music manuscript, from a seemingly deserted mansion and mistakenly kills the girl who 
tries to stop him. 
 
In America in 2010, Henry’s niece, Susanna Kessler, struggles to rebuild her life after she experiences a 
devastating act of violence on the streets of New York City. When Henry dies soon after, she uncovers 
the long-hidden music manuscript. She becomes determined to discover what it is and to return it to its 
rightful owner, a journey that will challenge her preconceptions about herself and her family’s history—
and also offer her an opportunity to finally make peace with the past. 
 
In Berlin, Germany, in 1783, amid the city’s glittering salons where aristocrats and commoners, 
Christians and Jews, mingle freely despite simmering anti-Semitism, Sara Itzig Levy, a renowned 
musician, conceals the manuscript of an anti-Jewish cantata by Johann Sebastian Bach, an unsettling gift 
to her from Bach’s son, her teacher. This work and its disturbing message will haunt Sara and her family 
for generations to come. 
 
Interweaving the stories of Susanna and Sara, and their families, And After the Fire traverses over two 
hundred years of history, from the eighteenth century through the Holocaust and into today, seamlessly 
melding past and present, real and imagined. Lauren Belfer’s deeply researched, evocative, and 
compelling narrative resonates with emotion and immediacy." 
 
As Time Goes By by Mary Higgins Clark: In this exciting thriller from Mary Higgins Clark, the #1 New 
York Times bestselling “Queen of Suspense,” a news reporter tries to find her birth mother just as she is 
assigned to cover the high-profile trial of a woman accused of murdering her wealthy husband. 
 
Television journalist Delaney Wright is on the brink of stardom after she begins covering a sensational 
murder trial for the six p.m. news. She should be thrilled, yet her growing desire to locate her birth 
mother consumes her thoughts. When Delaney’s friends Alvirah Meehan and her husband Willy offer to 
look into the mystery surrounding her birth, they uncover a shocking secret they do not want to reveal. 
 



On trial for murder is Betsy Grant, widow of a wealthy doctor who has been an Alzheimer’s victim for 
eight years. When her once-upon-a-time celebrity lawyer urges her to accept a plea bargain, Betsy 
refuses: she will go to trial to prove her innocence. 
 
Betsy’s stepson, Alan Grant, bides his time nervously as the trial begins. His substantial inheritance 
hangs in the balance—his only means of making good on payments he owes his ex-wife, his children, 
and increasingly angry creditors. 
 
As the trial unfolds, and the damning evidence against Betsy piles up, Delaney is convinced that Betsy is 
not guilty and frantically tries to prove her innocence. A true classic from Mary Higgins Clark, As Time 
Goes By is a thrilling read by a master of the genre. 
 
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley: Aldous Huxley is rightly considered a prophetic genius and one of 
the most important literary and philosophical voices of the 20th Century, and Brave New World is his 
masterpiece. From the author of The Doors of Perception, Island, and countless other works of fiction, 
non-fiction, philosophy, and poetry, comes this powerful work of speculative fiction that has enthralled 
and terrified readers for generations. Brave New World remains absolutely relevant to this day as both a 
cautionary dystopian tale in the vein of the George Orwell classic 1984, and as thought-provoking, 
thoroughly satisfying entertainment. 
 
Girl from the Savoy by Hazel Gaynor: "resenting a dazzling new historical novel ... The Girl From The 
Savoy is as sparkling as champagne and as thrilling as the era itself. 
 
'Sometimes life gives you cotton stockings. Sometimes it gives you a Chanel gown ...' 
 
Dolly Lane is a dreamer; a downtrodden maid who longs to dance on the London stage, but her life has 
been fractured by the Great War. Memories of the soldier she loved, of secret shame and profound loss, 
by turns pull her back and spur her on to make a better life. 
 
When she finds employment as a chambermaid at London's grandest hotel, The Savoy, Dolly takes a 
step closer to the glittering lives of the Bright Young Things who thrive on champagne, jazz and 
rebellion. Right now, she must exist on the fringes of power, wealth and glamor—she must remain 
invisible and unimportant. 
 
But her fortunes take an unexpected turn when she responds to a struggling songwriter's advertisement 
for a 'muse' and finds herself thrust into London's exhilarating theatre scene and into the lives of 
celebrated actress, Loretta May, and her brother, Perry. Loretta and Perry may have the life Dolly 
aspires to, but they too are searching for something. 
 
Now, at the precipice of the life she has and the one she longs for, the girl from The Savoy must make 
difficult choices: between two men; between two classes, between everything she knows and 
everything she dreams of. A brighter future is tantalizingly close—but can a girl like Dolly ever truly leave 
her past behind?" 
 
A Companion to Wolves: Iskryne World Series, Book 1 by Elizabeth Bear, Sarah Monette: "A 
Companion to Wolves is the story of a young nobleman, Isolfr, who is chosen to become a wolfcarl -- a 
warrior who is bonded to a fighting wolf. Isolfr is deeply drawn to the wolves, and though as his father's 
heir he can refuse the call, he chooses to go. 



 
The people of this wintry land depend on the wolfcarls to protect them from the threat of trolls and 
wyverns, though the supernatural creatures have not come in force for many years. Men are growing 
too confident. The wolfhealls are small, and the lords give them less respect than in former years. But 
the winter of Isolfr's bonding, the trolls come down from the north in far greater numbers than before, 
and the holding's complaisance gives way to terror in the dark. 
 
Isolfr, now bonded to a queen wolf, Viradechtis, must learn where his honor lies, and discover the 
lengths to which he will to go when it, and love for his wolf, drive him." 
 
Cut Me In by Ed McBain: "When a Man’s Partner is Killed,He’s Supposed to Do Something About It.  
 
Maybe no one liked Del Gilbert a whole lot, not the men he ruthlessly did business with, not the women 
who discovered his other lovers, not even his partner in the Gilbert and Blake literary agency – me. But 
when I found him shot to death on the floor of his office, I had no choice. I had to track down the person 
responsible. And not just to lay Del to rest, either. Next to his body, the office safe was wide open, and a 
contract worth millions was missing..." 
 
Deadly Curiosities: Deadly Curiosities Series, Book 1 by Gail Z. Martin: "Jewel thief and newly-turned 
vampire Sorren sets out to steal a priceless brooch possessed by an ancient evil before it sets the Black 
Dragon loose in medieval Antwerp.  
 
This series of adventures spans over 500 years, from the 1500s to modern day as a small cabal of 
vampires and their human helpers battle supernatural enemies to find and destroy dangerous magical 
items and keep the world safe from dark forces." 
 
Dominated by Maya Banks: "The desire that exploded in Mastered continues its conflagration in 
Dominated—from the New York Times bestselling author of the Surrender Trilogy.  
  
To save her, he had to betray her... 
  
In Drake’s shadowy world, his enemies would exploit any weakness he had in order to bring him to his 
knees, and so he’s never allowed himself to care about anyone...never exhibited any vulnerability, and it 
made him a force to be reckoned with. Until Evangeline—his angel. A woman who slipped past his 
defenses like no one had ever managed. She was his to protect and ultimately, to do that, he had to do 
the unthinkable and drive the only good thing in his world away. 
  
But he will stop at nothing to get her back... 
  
Devastated and destroyed, Evangeline doesn’t know what made Drake turn on her in such a shocking 
manner. She only knows she’ll never be the same. He once freed her from all her inhibitions, only now 
she is a prisoner to never-ending pain. But when Drake finds her again, she realizes there is more to his 
world than she ever imagined, and she must decide if she can once more trust—and submit—to the 
man who holds her wounded heart in his hands. And he must convince her of just how far he’ll go to 
regain her love and forgiveness." 
 
The Earl Takes All by Lorraine Heath: "One summer night, Edward Alcott gives in to temptation and 
kisses Lady Julia Kenney in a dark garden. However, the passion she stirs within him is best left in the 



shadows as she weds his twin, the Earl of Greyling. But when tragedy strikes, to honor the vow he makes 
to his dying brother, Edward must pretend to be Greyling until the countess delivers her babe. 
 
After her husband returns from a two-month sojourn, Julia finds him changed. Bolder, more daring, and 
more wicked—even if he does limit their encounters to kisses. With each passing day, she falls more 
deeply in love. 
 
For Edward the embers of desire sparked on that long-ago night are quickly rekindled. He yearns to be 
her husband in truth. But if she discovers his ruse, she will despise him—and English law prevents him 
from marrying his brother’s widow. Yet he must dare to risk everything and reveal his secrets if he is to 
truly take all." 
 
Elusive Salvation by Dayton Ward: "An all-new Star Trek adventure across time—the latest of the 
acclaimed Original Series novels! 
 
The Arctic Circle, 1845: Escaping the tyranny under which their people have lived for generations, aliens 
from a distant planet crash land on Earth’s inhospitable frozen wastes. Surviving the harsh conditions 
will pose a challenge, but over time the aliens will migrate to more populated areas, with decades 
passing as they work to conceal their presence from their former oppressors, who continue to hunt 
them at any cost. 
 
San Francisco, 2283: When a mysterious craft is detected entering the solar system, Admiral James Kirk 
is dispatched by Starfleet to confront the vessel. He meets with an emissary from the Iramahl, a 
previously unknown alien race who have come in search of their brothers and sisters thought to have 
gone missing in this area of space centuries earlier. Having recently thrown off the last chains of 
subjugation by another species, the Ptaen, they now believe their lost people hold the key to saving 
their entire race from eventual extinction. 
 
New York, 1970: Roberta Lincoln, young protégé of the mysterious agent Gary Seven, is shocked when 
she receives the oddest request for help—from the future… 
 
Everybody's Fool: A Novel by Richard Russo: The irresistible Sully, who in the intervening years has 
come by some unexpected good fortune, is staring down a VA cardiologist’s estimate that he has only a 
year or two left, and it’s hard work trying to keep this news from the most important people in his life: 
Ruth, the married woman he carried on with for years . . . the ultra-hapless Rub Squeers, who worries 
that he and Sully aren’t still best friends . . . Sully’s son and grandson, for whom he was mostly an 
absentee figure (and now a regretful one). We also enjoy the company of Doug Raymer, the chief of 
police who’s obsessing primarily over the identity of the man his wife might’ve been about to run off 
with, before dying in a freak accident . . . Bath’s mayor, the former academic Gus Moynihan, whose wife 
problems are, if anything, even more pressing . . . and then there’s Carl Roebuck, whose lifelong run of 
failing upward might now come to ruin. And finally, there’s Charice Bond—a light at the end of the 
tunnel that is Chief Raymer’s office—as well as her brother, Jerome, who might well be the train 
barreling into the station. 
 
Everybody’s Fool is filled with humor, heart, hard times and people you can’t help but love, possibly 
because their various faults make them so stridently human. This is classic Russo—and a crowning 
achievement from one of the greatest storytellers of our time. 
 



 
Extreme Prey: Lucas Davenport Series, Book 26 by John Sandford: "The extraordinary new Lucas 
Davenport thriller from #1 New York Times–bestselling author and Pulitzer Prize winner John Sandford. 
  
After the events in Gathering Prey, Lucas Davenport finds himself in a very unusual situation—no longer 
employed by the Minnesota BCA. His friend the governor is just cranking up a presidential campaign, 
though, and he invites Lucas to come along as part of his campaign staff. “Should be fun!” he says, and it 
kind of is—until they find they have a shadow: an armed man intent on killing the governor . . . and 
anyone who gets in the way." 
 
The Faith of Ashish: Blessings in India Series, Book 1 by Kay Marshall Strom: "“His name is Ashish. His 
name is Blessing. The boy is my blessing.”  
 
Virat and Latha named their son Ashish, for he is the light and glory of their world. Yet a simple drink of 
water from the wrong cup changes them forever. Virat, Latha, and Ashish are Untouchables in 1905 
India, members of a caste who must never contaminate the world of the other, higher, castes.  
 
When Ashish is in desperate need of a doctor, Virat risks everything to save his son and ventures into 
the dangerous realm of the high caste. There, the strength of a father’s love, the power of a young 
British nurse, and the faith of a child change the lives around them. 
 
""Kay Strom has penned a high-powered suspense novel using her extensive overseas research and her 
experiences in third world countries. A master in creating the unexpected."" - DiAnn Mills, Christy Award 
winner and author of Pursuit of Justice, The Fire in Ember, and Under a Desert Sky 
 
""Author Kay Marshall Strom, in her professional yet heart-rending style, has penned another story that 
will open the eyes and change the lives of her readers. This is an exquisitely written tale of hope and 
faith in the midst of difficulties born out of superstition and bondage. I am already anxiously awaiting 
the sequel!""-  Kathi Macias, award-winning author of more than 30 books, including the popular 
Extreme Devotion series 
 
""Do not miss this historical, inspirational novel by Kay Marshall Strom. It will touch your heart."" - 
FreshFiction.com" 
 
False Wall: Abbott Agency Series, Book 10 by Veronica Heley: "Bea Abbot discovers that at least one of 
her neighbours is hiding a shocking secret in the latest intriguing Abbot Agency mystery 
 
When the party wall dividing the gardens of Bea Abbot and her fiancé Leon collapses, amongst the 
ensuing chaos a human skeleton is unearthed in Leon’s garden. Having only just purchased the property, 
Leon and Bea set out to discover more about the house’s previous owners. Before they can proceed in 
their investigation however, the pair fall victim to an elaborately-laid trap. With her home, livelihood 
and the agency under threat, Bea appears to be the subject of a meticulously-planned vendetta. But 
why? And why is Leon becoming strangely distant?" 
 
Five Easy Theses: Commonsense Solutions to America's Greatest Economic Challenges by James 
Stone: "New York Times Bestseller. A business leader and esteemed economic thinker outlines simple 
solutions to America’s five most pressing public policy issues, from healthcare to education to inequality. 
 



America today confronts a host of urgent problems, many of them seemingly intractable, but some we 
are entirely capable of solving. In Five Easy Theses, James M. Stone presents specific, common-sense 
solutions to a handful of our most pressing challenges, showing how simple it would be to shore up 
Social Security, rein in an out-of-control financial sector, reduce inequality, and make healthcare and 
education better and more affordable. The means are right in front of us, Stone explains, in various 
policy options that — if implemented — could preserve or enhance government revenue while also 
channeling the national economy toward the greater good.  
  
Accessible and thought provoking, Five Easy Theses reveals that a more democratic, prosperous America 
is well within our reach. " 
 
Five Presidents: My Travels with Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Ford by Clint Hill, Lisa 
McCubbin: "A New York Times Bestseller. A rare and fascinating portrait of the American presidency 
from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Mrs. Kennedy and Me and Five Days in November. 
 
Secret Service agent Clint Hill brings history intimately and vividly to life as he reflects on his seventeen 
years protecting the most powerful office in the nation. Hill walked alongside Presidents Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, Richard M. Nixon, and Gerald R. Ford, seeing them 
through a long, tumultuous era—the Cold War; the Cuban Missile Crisis; the assassinations of John F. 
Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Robert F. Kennedy; the Vietnam War; Watergate; and the 
resignations of Spiro Agnew and Richard M. Nixon. 
 
Some of his stunning, never-before-revealed anecdotes include: 
-Eisenhower’s reaction at Russian Prime Minister Khrushchev’s refusal to talk following the U-2 incident 
-The torture of watching himself in the Zapruder film in a Secret Service training 
-Johnson’s virtual imprisonment in the White House during violent anti-Vietnam protests 
-His decision to place White House files under protection after a midnight phone call about Watergate 
-The challenges of protecting Ford after he pardoned Nixon 
 
With a unique insider’s perspective, Hill sheds new light on the character and personality of these five 
presidents, revealing their humanity in the face of grave decisions." 
 
Fly With Me: Wild Aces Series, Book 1 by Chanel Cleeton: "From the author of the Capital Confessions 
Novels comes the first in the steamy Wild Aces Romance series. 
 
U.S. Air Force fighter pilot Noah Miller—call sign Burn—loves nothing more than flying hard and fast. 
When he meets a gorgeous and sassy woman while partying in Las Vegas, he immediately locks on to 
her. 
 
Jordan Callahan owns a thriving clothing boutique, but her love life is far less successful. Her luck 
changes when six feet, two inches of sexy swagger asks her to dance and turns her world upside down.  
 
One scorching weekend becomes an undeniable chemistry that they can’t leave in Vegas. But the long 
distance relationship and their different lives threaten to ground their romance. And when the dangers 
of Noah’s job become all too real, Jordan learns being with a fighter pilot means risking it all for a shot at 
love…" 
 



The Forest Feast: Simple Vegetarian Recipes from My Cabin in the Woods by Erin Gleeson: "Erin 
Gleeson made her dream a reality when she left New York City and moved into a tiny cabin in a 
California forest in order to be closer to nature. The natural beauty of her surroundings and the 
abundance of local produce serve as the inspiration for The Forest Feast, based on her popular blog. 
Most of the book’s 100 wholly vegetarian recipes call for only three or four ingredients and require very 
few steps, resulting in dishes that are fresh, wholesome, delicious, and stunning. Among the delightful 
recipes are eggplant tacos with brie and cilantro, rosemary shortbread, and blackberry negroni. Vibrant 
photographs, complemented by Erin’s own fanciful watercolor illustrations and hand lettering, 
showcase the rustic simplicity of the dishes. Part cookbook, part art book, The Forest Feast will be as 
comfortable in the kitchen as on the coffee table. 
 
Also available from Erin Gleeson: The Forest Feast Gatherings and The Forest Feast for Kids." 
 
Forgotten Lyrics: A Watersong Story by Amanda Hocking: "Don't miss this imaginative new short story 
set in the magical world of Watersong—a realm of enchanting beauty…and terrifying secrets. 
 
Aggie is a mythological creature on a secret mission. Lydia is a young woman from a magical family with 
no real powers of her own. And Daniel is a high school boy who's made it his duty to protect his deeply 
troubled older brother. Then one fateful night, their lives collide in a terrifying accident that changes 
them all forever. And beneath the surface, the ripple effects of the accident will have more impact than 
anyone could ever guess...changing not only their future, but the fate of an entire town." 
 
Four Past Midnight by Stephen King: "Four Times Fear Equals Total Terror.... 
THE LANGOLIERS 
You are strapped in an airplane seat on a flight beyond hell. 
 
SECRET WINDOW, SECRET GARDEN 
You are trapped in the demonic depths of a writer’s worst nightmare. 
 
THE LIBRARY POLICEMAN 
You are forced into a hunt for the most horrifying secret a small town ever hid. 
 
THE SUN DOG: You are focusing in on a beast bent on shredding your sanity. 
 
You are in the hands of Stephen King at his mind-blowing best, with an extraordinary quartet of full-
length novellas." 
 
Grave Phantoms: Roaring Twenties Series, Book 3 by Jenn Bennett: "From the author of Grim Shadows 
and Bitter Spirits comes the new Roaring Twenties novel in the series hailed as “Boardwalk Empire 
meets Ghost Hunters, but so much better” (Molly Harper, national bestselling author of the Jane 
Jameson series). 
 
Feisty flapper Astrid Magnusson is home from college and yearning for the one thing that’s always been 
off limits: Bo Yeung, her notorious bootlegging brother’s second-in-command. Unfortunately her dream 
of an easy reunion proves difficult after a violent storm sends a mysterious yacht crashing into the 
Magnussons’ docks. What’s worse, the boat disappeared a year ago, and the survivors are acting 
strangely… 
 



Bo has worked with the Magnusson family for years, doing whatever is needed, including keeping his 
boss’s younger sister out of trouble—and his hands to himself. Of course, that isn’t so easy after Astrid 
has a haunting vision about the yacht’s disappearance, plunging them into an underground world of old 
money and dark magic. Danger will drive them closer together, but surviving their own forbidden 
feelings could be the bigger risk." 
 
The Great Theft: Wrestling Islam from the Extremists by Khaled M. Abou El Fadl: "Despite President 
George W. Bush's assurances that Islam is a peaceful religion and that all good Muslims hunger for 
democracy, confusion persists and far too many Westerners remain convinced that Muslims and 
terrorists are synonymous. In the aftermath of the attacks of 9/11, the subsequent wars in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, and the recent bombings in London, an unprecedented amount of attention has been directed 
toward Islam and the Muslim world. Yet, even with this increased scrutiny, most of the public discourse 
regarding Islam revolves around the actions of extremist factions such as the Wahhabis and al-Qa'ida. 
But what of the Islam we don't hear about? 
 
As the second-largest and fastest-growing religion in the world, Islam is deemed by more than a billion 
Muslims to be a source of serenity and spiritual peace, and a touchstone for moral and ethical guidance. 
While extremists have an impact upon the religion that is wildly disproportionate to their numbers, 
moderates constitute the majority of Muslims worldwide. It is this rift between the quiet voice of the 
moderates and the deafening statements of the extremists that threatens the future of the faith. 
 
In The Great Theft, Khaled Abou El Fadl, one of the world's preeminent Islamic scholars, argues that 
Islam is currently passing through a transformative period no less dramatic than the movements that 
swept through Europe during the Reformation. At this critical juncture there are two completely 
opposed worldviews within Islam competing to define this great world religion. The stakes have never 
been higher, and the future of the Muslim world hangs in the balance. 
 
Drawing on the rich tradition of Islamic history and law, The Great Theft is an impassioned defense of 
Islam against the encroaching power of the extremists. As an accomplished Islamic jurist, Abou El Fadl 
roots his arguments in long-standing historical legal debates and delineates point by point the beliefs 
and practices of moderate Muslims, distinguishing these tenets from the corrupting influences of the 
extremists. From the role of women in Islam to the nature of jihad, from democracy and human rights to 
terrorism and warfare, Abou El Fadl builds a vital vision for a moderate Islam. At long last, the great 
majority of Muslims who oppose extremism have a desperately needed voice to help reclaim Islam's 
great moral tradition." 
 
Grim by Christine Johnson, Ellen Hopkins, Julie Kagawa, Amanda Hocking et al.: Johnson’s anthology of 
retold fairy tales, most based on Grimm, should be wildly popular as the 17 authors include such well-
known names as Ellen Hopkins, Julie Kagawa, Amanda Hocking, and Malinda Lo. Many authors bring the 
tone and focus back to the original Grimm tales, and graphic gore abounds. Sometimes the violence 
feels gratuitous, but often it’s completely appropriate. Rachel Hawkins’ opening story sets Bluebeard in 
a trailer park, with truly creepy foreshadowing from the heroine’s alcoholic mother. Jon Skovron’s 
“Raven Princess” has delightful contemporary touches, such as a same-sex giant couple rearing an 
infant, and a Shrek-like ending. Readers are bound to like some stories more than others, but the 
diversity of tone and treatment should please most fans of the genre. For many of the authors, the 
retold fairy tale is something new to their body of work. Hopefully, readers drawn by Ellen Hopkins’ 
novels on contemporary issues will discover the appeal and relevance of “tales as old as time,” such as 



Sarah Rees Brennan’s charming treatment of Beauty and the Beast. Grades 8-12. --Debbie Carton, 
Booklist review.  
 
The Highwayman: A Longmire Story by Craig Johnson: "Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry Standing Bear 
embark on their latest adventure in this novella set in the world of Craig Johnson’s New York Times 
bestselling Longmire series—the basis for the hit drama Longmire, now on Netflix 
  
When Wyoming highway patrolman Rosey Wayman is transferred to the beautiful and imposing 
landscape of the Wind River Canyon, an area the troopers refer to as no-man's-land because of the lack 
of radio communication, she starts receiving “officer needs assistance” calls. The problem? They're 
coming from Bobby Womack, a legendary Arapaho patrolman who met a fiery death in the canyon 
almost a half-century ago. With an investigation that spans this world and the next, Sheriff Walt 
Longmire and Henry Standing Bear take on a case that pits them against a legend: The Highwayman." 
 
How to Manage a Marquess by Sally MacKenzie: "In USA Today bestselling author Sally MacKenzie's 
charming Spinster House series, love is always a welcome guest… 
 
Two possible futures loom before Miss Anne Davenport. The first option: sharing an unhappy home with 
her father and soon-to-be stepmother. The second: a life of independence at the Spinster House--if only 
her friend, Cat, would vacate the premises and marry the Duke of Hart. A well-placed whisper about the 
pair's secret tryst might speed the course of true love. But the duke's stubborn cousin poses an obstacle. 
A ridiculously handsome, very persuasive obstacle… 
 
Nate, Marquess of Haywood, has spent his life looking out for the duke, hoping to stave off a family 
curse. The only way to keep his cousin alive is to keep him single. That means convincing the intriguing 
Miss Davenport that her lovely lips could be put to far better use than gossiping. Kissing, for instance. In 
fact, Nate is beginning to hope that Miss Davenport's destiny lies not in the Spinster House at all, but 
with him …" 
 
Into the Fury by Kat Martin: "Sinners, whores, and sluts beware--your time is at hand: a faceless 
menace is threatening lingerie models on a cross country tour, and Ethan Brodie is there to defend and 
protect.  
 
Ethan's learned the hard way that beauty is no substitute for character. So even though Valentine Hart is 
one of the most breathtaking women he's ever seen, he's keeping his hands off and his eyes open. Or 
that's what he tells himself.  
 
Then one of the models is murdered, and the closer Ethan gets to the answers, the closer he finds 
himself to Valentine--and the hotter the pressure feels. There's more to Val--more to the other girls--
than he could have guessed. But one is keeping a secret that could kill them all." 
 
Crucibal by Arthur Miller: Based on historical people and real events, Arthur Miller's play uses the 
destructive power of socially sanctioned violence unleashed by the rumors of witchcraft as a powerful 
parable about McCarthyism. 
 
The Longest Day: Seekers: Return to the Wild Series, Book 6 by Erin Hunter: "Erin Hunter’s New York 
Times bestselling Seekers series comes to an epic conclusion in the sixth and final book in the Return to 



the Wild story arc! With its gripping blend of action and suspense, this animal fantasy is perfect for fans 
of the #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series. 
 
Lusa, Toklo, Kallik, and Yakone have returned to Great Bear Lake for the Longest Day Gathering. This 
means being reunited with the familiar faces of bears they have encountered throughout their travels—
but it also means returning to life among their own kind, which may not be as easy as they thought. 
 
Seekers: Return to the Wild #6: The Longest Day is the thrilling finale Seekers fans have been waiting 
for—and an adventure not to be missed." 
 
The MacGregors Collection, Volume 1 by Nora Roberts: "Playing the Odds 
Serena MacGregor satisfies her thirst for freedom and adventure on the open seas, as a blackjack dealer 
on a cruise ship. There, no one knows about her wealthy upbringing, but the mysterious Justin Blade 
recognizes something different in the elegant blonde. And when he saunters up to her table, he decides 
to take the biggest gamble of his life—by playing for keeps... 
 
Tempting Fate 
Attorney Caine MacGregor has a reputation for winning—cases and women. But trying to coax the cool 
and calm Diana Blade into a partnership and into his bed may be his greatest challenge yet. 
 
One Man's Art 
Cartoonist Grant Campbell has shunned the outside world, preferring to live and work alone—until a 
storm brings artist Genevieve Grandeau to the door of his lighthouse. Gruff and guarded, he offers her 
shelter for one night, never expecting how the glamorous beauty will affect the rest of his days... 
 
All the Possibilities 
Alan MacGregor knows what he wants—and it's spirited shop owner Shelby Campbell. But Shelby has 
her reasons for keeping the dashing senator at arm's length, including the centuries-old feud between 
their families... 
 
For Now, Forever 
Self-made millionaire Daniel MacGregor has a perfect life that's only missing one thing: the perfect 
woman. And though he's sure he's found her in Anna Whitfield, the dedicated medical student is quite 
sure of her future plans...ones that don't include an overbearing man like Daniel. But Daniel's attempts 
to woo her will change her mind and heart, lead to a forty-year-old marriage—and launch a formidable 
dynasty..." 
 
Manhattan Noir by Lawrence Block: "Brand-new stories by: Jeffery Deaver, Lawrence Block, Charles 
Ardai, Carol Lea Benjamin, Thomas H. Cook, Jim Fusilli, Robert Knightly, John Lutz, Liz Martínez, Maan 
Meyers, Martin Meyers, S.J. Rozan, Justin Scott, C.J. Sullivan, and Xu Xi. 
 
Lawrence Block has won most of the major mystery awards, and has been called the quintessential New 
York writer, although he insists the city's far too big to have a quintessential writer. His series 
characters—Matthew Scudder, Bernie Rhodenbarr, Evan Tanner, Chip Harrison, and Keller—all live in 
Manhattan; like their creator, they wouldn't really be happy anywhere else." 
 
Menopause: Recognizing Menopause and Perimenopause: The Most Important Information You Need  



to Improve Your Health: "Looking for support during the transition of menopause? The Everything 
Healthy Living Series is here to help. These concise, thoughtful guides offer the expert advice and the 
latest medical information you need to manage your pain and lead a healthy life. 
 
Inside you'll find expert advice and helpful tips on identifying menopause and perimenopause 
symptoms, coping with physical and neurological changes, and the emotional and psychological 
challenges you may encounter. As you experience the hormone swings and changes that accompany 
menopause, the more you know about what's coming, the better you will be able to take charge of your 
transition." 
 
Murder at Redwood Cove by Janet Finsilver: Bed, breakfast...and a body! If it weren't for the fact that 
she's replacing a dead man, Kelly Jackson would love her new job managing the Redwood Cove Bed and 
Breakfast on the coast of Northern California. But Bob Phillips did plunge off the cliff to his death...and 
Kelly's starting to think it may not have been an accident. Bob's retired friends--The "Silver Sentinels"--
are also on the case, especially when Kelly is attacked...and another body turns up. Kelly has her hands 
full with overseeing the B&B's annual Taste of Chocolate and Wine Festival, but she's also closing in on 
the killer...who's ready to send Kelly on her own permanent vacation... 
 
Murder on Wheels: Tourist Trap Mystery Series, Book 6 by Lynn Cahoon: "The food truck craze has 
reached the charming coastal town of South Cove, California, but before Jill Gardner--owner of Coffee, 
Books, and More--can sample the eats, she has to shift gears and put the brakes on a killer . . . 
 
Now that Kacey Austin has got her new gluten-free dessert truck up and running, there's no curbing her 
enthusiasm--not even when someone vandalizes the vehicle and steals her recipes. But when Kacey 
turns up dead on the beach and Jill's best friend Sadie becomes the prime suspect, Jill needs to step on it 
to serve the real killer some just desserts.  
 
Praise for The Tourist Trap Mysteries: "The food truck craze has reached the charming coastal town of 
South Cove, California, but before Jill Gardner--owner of Coffee, Books, and More--can sample the eats, 
she has to shift gears and put the brakes on a killer . . . 
 
Now that Kacey Austin has got her new gluten-free dessert truck up and running, there's no curbing her 
enthusiasm--not even when someone vandalizes the vehicle and steals her recipes. But when Kacey 
turns up dead on the beach and Jill's best friend Sadie becomes the prime suspect, Jill needs to step on it 
to serve the real killer some just desserts.  
 
murder@maggody.com: Arly Hanks Series, Book 12 by Joan Hess: "When the uproarious town of 
Maggody, Arkansas, plugs into the Internet, the digital age turns deadly. 
 
Aside from the odd stolen dog or vandalized lawn ornament, there's been no recent crime in Maggody, 
Arkansas, population 755, and that's how Chief of Police Arly Hanks likes it. Things have been so quiet 
she's taken to sitting in on school-board meetings, and she's doing just this when the high school 
announces the new computer lab, which will be open to everybody in town. To Arly—who doesn't trust 
her neighbors to handle a toaster, much less a computer—it seems like an invitation to disaster. Little 
does she know that when Maggody logs on, the results will be murderous. 
 



As soon as the first modem is plugged in, Maggody's computers are flooded with hackers, pornography, 
libel, and worse. And when a newcomer is brutally murdered, Arly must use low-tech resourcefulness to 
catch a digital killer—and save Maggody from the information age. 
 
Fans of Ellen Byron's Cajun Country mysteries will find themselves right at home in Maggody, where 
everyone knows everyone—and everyone is related. This is unquestionably one of the funniest mystery 
series of all time. 
 
Murder@maggody.com is the 12th book in the Arly Hanks Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the 
series in any order." 
 
Mystic Summer: A Novel by Hannah McKinnon: "When two roads diverge...take the one that leads to 
the beach! Hannah McKinnon delivers a charming gem of a novel in Mystic Summer. I adored this 
book."" —Elin Hilderbrand, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Rumor 
 
A chance run-in with a college boyfriend puts a young woman's picture-perfect life in perspective in this 
warm-hearted and lyrical novel—from the author of The Lake Season. 
Since finishing graduate school, Maggie Griffin has worked hard to build an enviable life in Boston. She's 
an elementary school teacher in a tony Boston suburb, a devoted sister, and a loving aunt. With her 
childhood best friend's wedding quickly approaching and her own relationship blossoming, this is the 
summer she has been waiting for. 
 
But when Maggie's career is suddenly in jeopardy, her life begins to unravel. Stricken, Maggie returns 
home to seaside Mystic, Connecticut, where she expects to find comfort in family and familiarity. 
Instead, she runs into Cameron Wilder, a young man from her past who has also returned home, and 
whose life has taken a turn that puts Maggie's city struggles in harsh perspective. When tragedy strikes 
for Cameron, Maggie is faced with big decisions as she weighs what matters most and strives to stay 
true to the person she's become. 
 
Set against the gorgeous backdrop of a New England summer when past and present collide, Mystic 
Summer is a gorgeous novel about looking back, moving forward, and the beauty that blooms when fate 
intervenes." 
 
New York City Noir: The Five Borough Set (Brooklyn Noir, Manhattan Noir, Bronx Noir, Queens Noir, 
Staten Island Noir) by Lawrence Block, Tim McLoughlin, S.J. Rozan, Patricia Smith, Robert Knightly: 
New York City Noir: The Five Borough Set collects the five NYC borough installments in our award-
winning Akashic Noir Series into a single e-book edition: Brooklyn Noir, edited by Tim McLoughlin, 
Manhattan Noir, edited by Lawrence Block, Bronx Noir, edited by S.J. Rozan, Queens Noir, edited by 
Robert Knightly, and Staten Island Noir, edited by Patricia Smith. Launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir, 
each book in the series is comprised of all-new stories, each one set in a distinct neighborhood or 
location within the city of the book. The volumes collected here have been published over an eight year 
span, culminating in 2012 with Staten Island Noir. New York City Noir—featuring 87 stories by a who's 
who in contemporary crime fiction—presents a breathtaking glimpse at the nation's noirest city from 
the writers who know it best. FROM THE INTRODUCTION by series cocreator Tim McLoughlin: "It has 
taken eight years, and the publication of nearly sixty titles in the series, to complete the five boroughs, 
to tell the tale of a town that contains Wall Street and the Upper East Side, the slums of the South Bronx 
and the beauty of its botanical garden, the dizzying changes of Brooklyn's gentrification, the weekly 
ethnic shifts of neighborhoods in Queens, and the inexorable transformation of Staten Island from 



quasi-rural suburb to the new old-Brooklyn, a package complete with traffic jams and racial violence. 
Eighty-seven stories ranging from art theft to horse theft, from random serial killings to good old-
fashioned crimes of passion.As editors, Lawrence Block, S.J. Rozan, Robert Knightly, and Patricia Smith 
have done a remarkable job, uniformly keeping the tone of each book authentic to its borough. And 
their work has been critically rewarded. A number of these stories are Edgar, Anthony, and Shamus 
award winners or nominees. Three have been included in annual Best American Mystery Stories 
collections, and two were adapted as short films. Lou Manfredo, Maggie Estep, and Robert Knightly 
expanded stories presented here into novels." 
 
Night Shift: Midnight, Texas Series, Book 3 by Charlaine Harris: At Midnight's local pawnshop, weapons 
are flying off the shelves—only to be used in sudden and dramatic suicides right at the main crossroads 
in town.  
 
Who better to figure out why blood is being spilled than the vampire Lemuel, who, while translating 
mysterious texts, discovers what makes Midnight the town it is. There's a reason why witches and 
werewolves, killers and psychics, have been drawn to this place.  
 
And now they must come together to stop the bloodshed in the heart of Midnight. For if all hell breaks 
loose—which just might happen—it will put the secretive town on the map, where no one wants it to 
be..." 
 
Night Shift: Night Tales Series, Book 1 by Nora Roberts: "A consistently entertaining writer"" (USA 
Today), Nora Roberts spins a passionate tale about what can happen when the sun goes down. 
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME 
When Detective Boyd Fletcher is assigned to protect radio DJ Cilla O'Roarke, he is surprised by the 
intense attraction he feels for his charge. Cilla keeps her vulnerability hidden behind an impenetrable 
wall, but when the threatening phone calls she's receiving force her to rely on Boyd, she finds herself 
letting him into her heart.  
Includes an exclusive preview of Nora Roberts's new book The Witness." 
 
One Night Stands and Lost Weekends by Lawrence Block: "In the era before he created moody private 
investigator Matthew Scudder, burglar Bernie Rhodenbarr, sleepless spy Evan Tanner, and the amiable 
hit man Keller — and years before his first Edgar Award — a young writer named Lawrence Block 
submitted a story titled ""You Can't Lose"" to Manhunt magazine. It was published, and the rest is 
history. 
 
One Night Stands and Lost Weekends is a sterling collection of short crime fiction and suspense 
novelettes penned between 1958 and 1962 by a budding young master and soon-to-be Grand Master — 
an essential slice of genre history, and more fun than a high-speed police chase following a bank job 
gone bad." 
 
River's Song: Inn at Shining Waters Series, Book 1 by Melody Carlson: Following her mother's funeral, 
and on the verge of her own midlife crisis, widow Anna Larson returns to the home of her youth to sort 
out her parents' belongings, as well as her own turbulent life.  
 
For the first time since childhood, Anna embraces her native heritage, despite the disdain of her vicious 
mother-in-law.  



By transforming her old family home on the banks of the Siuslaw River into The Inn at Shining Waters, 
Anna hopes to create a place of healing—a place where guests experience peace, grace, and new 
beginnings. Starting with her own family . . .  
 
Robo-Sauce by Adam Rubin, Daniel Salmieri: "Fans of the best-selling Dragons Love Tacos will devour 
Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri's newest story, a hilarious picture book about robots that magically 
transforms into a super shiny metal ROBO-BOOK. 
 
FACT: Robots are awesome. They have lasers for eyes, rockets for feet, and supercomputers for brains! 
Plus, robots never have to eat steamed beans or take baths, or go to bed. If only there were some sort 
of magical ""Robo-Sauce"" that turned squishy little humans into giant awesome robots... Well, now 
there is.  
 
Giggle at the irreverent humor, gasp at the ingenious fold-out surprise ending, and gather the whole 
family to enjoy a unique story about the power of imagination. It's picture book technology the likes of 
which humanity has never seen!" 
 
Scandal at the Midsummer Ball: The Officer's Temptation, The Debutante's Awakening by Marguerite 
Kaye, Bronwyn Scott: Two forbidden relationships...one house party to remember! 
 
 THE OFFICER'S TEMPTATION by Marguerite Kaye 
Colonel Fergus Kennedy must make a suitable match at the Midsummer Ball. But when this officer 
encounters sultry acrobat Katerina Vengarov, he finds himself torn between duty...and heart-stopping, 
irresistible passion! 
 
THE DEBUTANTE'S AWAKENING by Bronwyn Scott 
Kael Gage is the last person at the Midsummer Ball Miss Zara Titus should speak to—and anything more 
is definitely off-limits! But the notorious rake seems determined to awaken this innocent debutante's 
every desire... 
 
Scuba-Cat by James Dean: "New York Times bestselling author and artist James Dean brings Pete the 
Cat's world to life under the sea in this new I Can Read book. 
 
Pete the Cat is going scuba diving! Before he hits the water, Captain Joe tells him about all the sea 
creatures he can encounter, and Pete is super excited to see a seahorse. But when he is suited up and 
swimming around, he has to search high and low to find the little guy. In this aquatic adventure, Pete 
makes a new friend and gets a big surprise! 
 
Pete the Cat: Scuba-Cat is a My First I Can Read Book, which means it's perfect for shared reading with a 
child. New readers will love the easy-to-read format and groovy illustrations in Pete the Cat's first I Can 
Read underwater journey!" 
 
Shards and Ashes by various authors*: "The world is gone, destroyed by human, ecological, or 
supernatural causes. Survivors dodge chemical warfare and cruel gods; they travel the reaches of space 
and inhabit underground caverns. Their enemies are disease, corrupt corporations, and one another; 
their resources are few and their courage is tested. 
 



Powerful original dystopian tales from nine bestselling authors offer bleak insight, prophetic visions, and 
precious glimmers of light among the shards and ashes of a ruined world. 
 
*Stories from: 
Kelley Armstrong 
Rachel Caine 
Kami Garcia 
Nancy Holder 
Melissa Marr 
Beth Revis 
Veronica Roth 
Carrie Ryan 
Margaret Stohl" 
 
Shout!: The Beatles in Their Generation by Philip Norman: "UPDATED TO INCLUDE PAUL McCARTNEY'S 
KNIGHTING AND THE DEATHS OF JOHN LENNON AND GEORGE HARRISON 
 
Philip Norman's biography of the Beatles is the definitive work on the world's most influential band -- a 
beautifully written account of their lives, their music, and their times. Now brought completely up to 
date, this epic tale charts the rise of four scruffy Liverpool lads from their wild, often comical early days 
to the astonishing heights of Beatlemania, from the chaos of Apple and the collapse of hippy idealism to 
the band's acrimonious split. It also describes their struggle to escape the smothering Beatles' legacy 
and the tragic deaths of John Lennon and George Harrison. Witty, insightful, and moving, Shout! is 
essential reading not just for Beatles fans but for anyone with an interest in pop music." 
 
Songs of Love and Death: All-Original Tales of Star-Crossed Love George R. R. Martin, Gardner 
Dozois: "In this star-studded cross-genre anthology, seventeen of the greatest modern authors of 
fantasy, science fiction, and romance explore the borderlands of their genres with brand-new tales of ill-
fated love. From zombie-infested woods in a postapocalyptic America to faery-haunted rural fields in 
eighteenth- century England, from the kingdoms of high fantasy to the alien world of a galaxy-spanning 
empire, these are stories of lovers who must struggle against the forces of magic and fate. 
 
Award-winning, bestselling author Neil Gaiman demonstrates why he's one of the hottest stars in 
literature today with ""The Thing About Cassandra,"" a subtle but chilling story of a man who meets an 
old girlfriend he had never expected to see. 
 
International blockbuster bestselling author Diana Gabaldon sends a World War II RAF pilot through a 
stone circle to the time of her Outlander series in ""A Leaf on the Winds of All Hallows."" Torn from all 
he knows, Jerry MacKenzie determinedly survives hardship and danger, intent on his goal of returning 
home to his wife and baby--no matter the cost. 
 
New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher presents ""Love Hurts,"" in which Harry Dresden takes 
on one of his deadliest adversaries and in the process is forced to confront the secret desires of his own 
heart. 
 
Just the smallest sampling promises unearthly delights, but look also for stories by New York Times 
bestselling romance authors Jo Beverley and Mary Jo Putney, and by such legends of the fantasy genre 
as Peter S. Beagle and Tanith Lee, as well as many other popular and beloved writers, including Marjorie 



M. Liu, Jacqueline Carey, Carrie Vaughn, and Robin Hobb. This exquisite anthology, crafted by the 
peerless editing team of George R. R. Martin and Gardner Dozois, is sure to leave you under its spell. 
 
Discover the many realms of the heart with this extraordinary cast of acclaimed authors: 
 
PETER S. BEAGLE, JO BEVERLEY, JIM BUTCHER, JACQUELINE CAREY, DIANA GABALDON, NEIL GAIMAN, 
YASMINE GALENORN, M.L.N. HANOVER, ROBIN HOBB, CECELIA HOLLAND, TANITH LEE, MARJORIE M. 
LIU, MARY JO PUTNEY, LINNEA SINCLAIR, MELINDA SNODGRASS, LISA TUTTLE & CARRIE VAUGHN" 
 
Splat the Cat and the Quick Chicks: I Can Read Level 1 by Rob Scotton: "Splat's class project is taking 
care of chicken eggs in this I Can Read book from New York Times bestselling author-artist Rob Scotton. 
When Splat takes the chicks home overnight, they hatch and run loose around his house! They pop up in 
the bathroom, hide inside his socks, and fall asleep in the paint box! Will Splat be able to round them all 
up? 
 
Beginning readers will practice words in the quick and chick word family in this easy-to-read addition to 
the Splat series. Splat the Cat and the Quick Chicks is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it's 
perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences." 
 
Temptations of a Wallflower by Eva Leigh: "Eva Leigh's deliciously sexy Wicked Quills of London series 
continues as a Lady's secret career writing erotic fiction is jeopardized by real-life romance . . . 
 
In society circles she's known as the Watching Wallflower—shy, quiet, and certainly never scandalous. 
Yet beneath Lady Sarah Frampton's demure façade hides the mind of The Lady of Dubious Quality, 
author of the most titillating erotic fiction the ton has ever seen. Sarah knows discoverywould lead to 
her ruin, but marriage—to a vicar, no less—could help protect her from slander. An especially tempting 
option when the clergyman in question is the handsome, intriguing Jeremy Cleland. 
 
Tasked with unmasking London's most scandalous author by his powerful family, Jeremy has no idea 
that his beautiful, innocent bride is the very woman he seeks to destroy. His mission must remain a 
secret, even from the new wife who stirs his deepest longings. Yet when the truth comes to light, Sarah 
and Jeremy's newfound love will be tested. Will Sarah's secret identity tear them apart or will the 
temptations of his wallflower wife prove too wicked to resist?" 
 
To Kill a Kettle Witch: Mist-Torn Witches Series, Book 4 by Barb Hendee: "National bestselling author 
Barb Hendee returns to the world of the Mist-Torn witches, as two sisters who can see the secrets of the 
past and the mysteries of the future begin a quest to save the family they never knew existed.... 
 
Powerful prince Malcolm is facing ruin in the wake of a curse that has destroyed his harvest. He blames 
the band nomadic Móndyalítko who summer in the meadow below his castle—and he is determined to 
root out the people who caused the blight by any means necessary. 
 
When Céline and Amelie Fawe, descended from the Móndyalítko, learn that their mother's people are 
under suspicion of sabotage and treason, they set out to use their magical gifts to save their estranged 
relatives and learn about their own origins. 
 



Now it's up to the sisters—along with their motley escort, including a prince's lieutenant, a shape-
shifter, and an old woman with a murky past—to discover the source of the curse to restore life to the 
ravaged land and protect the innocent from unfair vengeance." 
 
Tumbledown Manor by Helen Brown: "From New York Times bestselling author Helen Brown comes a 
witty, uplifting novel about a woman who discovers that it's never too late to build the home--and the 
life--you've always longed for... 
 
The windows rattle. The roof leaks. Every surface cries out to be stripped, painted, or polished. But for 
writer Lisa Trumperton, the dilapidated manor house that once belonged to her great-grandfather is far 
more than the sum of its battered parts. It's the chance for a new start on her own terms. The fact that 
it's in the Melbourne countryside of her Australian homeland, far from the deceitful ex-husband she just 
left behind in New York...well, that's a bonus.  
 
Lisa sets to work refurbishing Trumperton Manor, assisted by her son, his friends, and a ""Gray Army"" 
of retired handymen. But it's not just her ancestral home that's being transformed. As she trades her 
chic Manhattan clothes for jeans and work boots, Lisa is changing and fortifying her relationships with 
her family and her sense of self. There are floods, fires, and catastrophes, but there are new allies too, 
including a one-eyed cat, a stubborn cockatoo, and a rugged landscaper with an irresistible grin. Piece by 
piece, the house is pushing Lisa beyond her old limits, daring her to embrace something bigger, braver, 
and more rewarding than she ever dreamed. " 
 
Unashamed by Lecrae Moore: If you live by people's acceptance, you'll die by their rejection. Two-time 
Grammy winning rap artist, Lecrae, learned this lesson through more than his share of adversity—
childhood abuse, drugs and alcoholism, a stint in rehab, an abortion, and an unsuccessful suicide 
attempt. In his debut book, Unashamed the industry anomaly holds nothing back as he shares his 
challenging rise from a broken past to Billboard chart-topping success. The inspiring story of Lecrae's 
journey to faith and freedom explains why he's captivated so many. 
 
The Weekenders: A Novel by Mary Kay Andrews: "Some people stay all summer long on the idyllic 
island of Belle Isle, North Carolina. Others come only for the weekends-and the mix between the 
regulars and ""the weekenders"" can sometimes make the sparks fly. Riley Griggs has a season of good 
times with friends and family ahead of her on Belle Isle when things take an unexpected turn. While 
waiting for her husband to arrive on the ferry one Friday afternoon, Riley is confronted by a process 
server who thrusts papers into her hand. And her husband is nowhere to be found. 
 
So she turns to her island friends for help and support, but it turns out that each of them has their own 
secrets, and the clock is ticking as the mystery deepens...in a murderous way. Cocktail parties aside, 
Riley must find a way to investigate the secrets of Belle Island, the husband she might not really know, 
and the summer that could change everything. 
 
Told with Mary Kay Andrews' trademark blend of humor and warmth, and with characters and a setting 
that you can't help but fall for, The Weekenders is the perfect summer escape." 
 
When We Meet Again by Kristin Harmel: "Emily thinks she’s lost everything…until a mysterious painting 
leads her to what she wants most in the world. The new novel from the author of international 
bestsellers The Sweetness of Forgetting and The Life Intended shows why her books are hailed as 
“engaging” (People), “absorbing” (Kirkus Reviews) and “enthralling” (Fresh Fiction). 



Emily Emerson is used to being alone; her dad ran out on the family when she was a just a kid, her mom 
died when she was seventeen, and her beloved grandmother has just passed away as well. But when 
she’s laid off from her reporting job, she finds herself completely at sea…until the day she receives a 
beautiful, haunting painting of a young woman standing at the edge of a sugarcane field under a violet 
sky. That woman is recognizable as her grandmother—and the painting arrived with no identification 
other than a handwritten note saying, “He always loved her.” 
 
Emily is hungry for roots and family, so she begins to dig. And as she does, she uncovers a fascinating era 
in American history. Her trail leads her to the POW internment camps of Florida, where German 
prisoners worked for American farmers...and sometimes fell in love with American women. But how 
does this all connect to the painting? The answer to that question will take Emily on a road that leads 
from the sweltering Everglades to Munich, Germany and back to the Atlanta art scene before she’s 
done. 
 
Along the way, she finds herself tempted to tear down her carefully tended walls at last; she’s seeing 
another side of her father, and a new angle on her painful family history. But she still has secrets, ones 
she’s been keeping locked inside for years. Will this journey bring her the strength to confront them at 
last?" 
 
When You're Hot, You're Hot: How I Laughed My Way Through Menopause by Jan King: Jan King has 
traveled under the bridge of menopause county and come out on the other side with a completely 
irreverent look at the changes women's bodies inevitably go through. What's so funny about hot flashes, 
you wonder? After reading When You're Hot, You're Hot, you'll know the answer: nothing, really. But 
you will have had the pleasure of getting the real scoop on menopause from one of the funniest writers 
out there. Jan unleashes her ready wit on her experiences with menopause and breast cancer to show 
you how to laugh your way through trying times. Read this book, and, suddenly, the Change can turn 
into the unthinkable . . . a laughing matter. 
 
Witches in Red: Mist-Torn Witches Series, Book 2 by Barb Hendee: "Céline and Amelie Fawe can see 
into anyone's past and future simply by touching him. They have used their powers to secure 
sanctuary—and a fine apothecary's shop—in the village around Castle Sèone. But their continued safety 
has a price.... 
 
Far to the north, the men of an isolated silver mining community are turning into vicious ""beasts"" that 
slaughter anyone in sight. The mines belong to the noble family of Prince Anton—ruler of Castle Sèone 
and Céline and Amelie's patron—and Anton's tyrannical father has ordered his son to solve the mystery 
as a test of his leadership. He has no choice but to send the witches into the perilous north to use their 
abilities to discover the cause of the transformations. Given how much they owe the prince, the sisters 
have no choice but to go. 
 
Together with the overprotective Lieutenant Jaromir, Célene and Amelie enter the dark world of a far-
off mining camp tainted by fear, mistrust, and enslavement—and haunted by men turning into massive 
mad wolves without warning. Now the two must draw upon strength and cunning they never thought 
they possessed not only to solve the mystery, but to survive...." 
 
Wonder Woman, Volume 1: Blood by Brian Azzarello, Cliff Chiang, Tony Akins: The first six issues of the 
critically acclaimed new Wonder Woman series are collected here in WONDER WOMAN VOL. 1: BLOOD! 
Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons, has kept a secret from her daughter all her life-and when Wonder 



Woman learns who her father is, her life will shatter like brittle clay. The only one more shocked than 
Diana by this revelation? Bloodthirsty Hera-so why is her sinister daughter, Strife, so eager for the truth 
to be told? Superstar writer Brian Azzarello creates a new direction for one of DC's best-known heroes, 
with spectacular art by Cliff Chiang and Tony Akins! 
 
Streaming Videos: 
 
The Civil War, Episode 1: The Cause – 1861 (Ken Burns): Episode 1 of Ken Burns PBS series. Description: 
What caused the war? Beginning with an examination of slavery, this episode looks at the causes of the 
war and the burning questions of union and states' rights. 
 
The Civil War, Episode 2: A Very Bloody Affair – 1862 (Ken Burns): Episode 2 of Ken Burns PBS series. 
Description: 1862 saw the birth of modern warfare and the transformation of Lincoln's war to preserve 
the Union into a war to emancipate the slaves. 
 
Plastic Soul Review (David Bowie): This film examines Bowie's Plastic Soul Era... An era just as creative, 
magnificent and popular as any other during his life so far, yet one rarely considered as a stand-alone 
and separate entity within his complete body of work. Here, the albums David Live, Young Americans 
and Station To Station and the performances that accompanied them, are re-examined and newly 
appraised more than 30 years after they first appeared. This film features obscure footage, rare 
interviews and seldom seen photographs. It also includes review, comment, criticism and insight from 
journalists and acquaintances, as well as live and studio performances of Bowie classics from the Plastic 
Soul era. A must for fans! 
 
You can check out the Digital Catalog at: stls.overdrive.com 
 
And download e-books, digital audiobooks and access streaming videos on your mobile device by 
downloading the OverDrive app from your app store.  


